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DESERT LION SAFARI 
6 days and 5 nights / maximum 9 participants, minimum 2 

 
 

 

Please note that nothing on these safaris is staged.  These safaris are authentic.  You will join Dr Stander in the day-

to-day running of his project.  The nature of this experience and real hands on involvement does not allow for 

the provision of a fixed overnight point-to-point itinerary. This is therefore intended as an indication of what you 

might experience. It is the environment, indigenous people, wildlife and Dr Stander that will determine our 

optimum movements.  Each and every Desert Lion Safari is a unique experience and not one of them is the same! 

Due to the unpredictable movements of the lions, their ability to quite suddenly “get up and go” and the fact 

that these animals are nocturnal means that meals and bedtime hours might not fit into conventional timeslots! 

 

 

 

 

Dr Philip Stander has been working with carnivores for 27 years and 

has dedicated the last 12 years to the conservation of desert lions.  

These unique predators - there are only 100 to 130 in a 55 000 square 

kilometre area - live in the harshest of conditions in the Kunene 

Region.  To survive in this extreme environment they need to cover 

vast distances.  This inevitably brings them into contact with the 

people who live in this arid area. Desert Lion Conservation is trying to 

find real solutions for the human/lion conflicts that arise when man 

and beast share the same area and resources.   

 

Visit the Desert Lion Conservation website www.desertlion.info to learn more about this fascinating project. 
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ITINERARY 

 
Day 1 

 

We pick** you up at your accommodation establishment either in Windhoek or Swakopmund (it is essential to 

have an early start as this is a long drive)  and travel to Wereldsend, historic base camp of IRDNC (Integrated Rural 

Development and Nature Conservation) from where the now national 

community-based conservation program (CBNRM) was piloted in the early 

1980s. See the graveyard of bones, a reminder of the massive commercial 

poaching of the 70s and early 1980s that came close to wiping out the desert 

adapted elephant, black rhino and other megafauna. Hear how rural 

communities turned this situation round. Wereldsend is not a camp site open to 

anyone. This is an educational stop and serves to place the entire conservation of 

Kunene in context.  Enjoy a short evening walk and a sundowner. Our friendly 

and professional back-up crew will set up camp and prepare a mouth watering 

dinner over an open fire to welcome you on your first night in the bush.  

Overnight:  Camping at Wereldsend. 

** If you are a self-driver we could also meet you at Wereldsend or Palmwag Lodge 

Day 2 

 

Depending on where we meet Dr Stander (it might even be in Wereldsend) and if time allows, we may be able to – 

at sunrise - join Torra Conservancy game guards looking for desert-adapted black rhino and other wildlife. This 

might entail covering some of the terrain on foot, stout shoes are essential. In the event that we rendezvous 

elsewhere with Dr Stander we set out on our journey to meet our lion specialist. Our route will depend on such 

factors as where the specialist is currently working, where the lions are 

and where there has been rain... Generally this will take us through the 

game rich Concession areas with spectacular scenery.  
 

 Please remember that these cautious survivors of the desert are 

nocturnal and so we will fall in with their routine which means that – if 

they are in the area that night - we sleep when the lions do! 

 

Overnight:  Mobile camp in the area where the action is 

 

 

Day 3 

 

Again the lions dictate our movements.  This might mean that we need to 

break down camp and erect it elsewhere to keep on their trail.  

 

Remember, this is a reality experience! Nothing is staged as we accompany Dr 

Stander on his daily mission to learn more about these magnificent creatures 

and to provide them with a future. Our movements depend entirely on the 

lions, possible local problems and Dr. Stander.  This could take the form of 

searching remote and rugged areas for the secretive and elusive lion, or 

perhaps investigating a human/predator conflict situation.   

 

Overnight:  Mobile camp in the area where the action is 
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Day 4 

There is no fixed itinerary and again our movements will be dictated 

by the lions and Dr Stander. These animals are not the semi-tame 

cats frequently encountered in national parks; they are awesome, 

shy and lords of their environment. To be able to see them and work 

with Dr Stander is indeed a privilege! 

 

During our time with Dr Stander, we will also explore the area we 

are working in and search for other wildlife, such as giraffe, desert 

adapted elephant and a variety of antelope that frequent the area. 

 

Overnight:  Mobile camp in the area where the action is 

 

Day 5 

 

We continue on our quest for the opportunity to have a better 

understanding of the behavior of these magnificent desert cats.  During 

your time with Dr Stander you will learn how these animals have adapted 

to their harsh environment; how they differ from prides elsewhere; the 

distances they travel in one single night; hear how the roar of the male 

differs from the female and that a roar is not just a roar.  You might also be 

surprised that what is regarded as “conventional wisdom” regarding these 

animals is not always quite accurate and that these creatures still – despite 

extensive research – remain somewhat of an enigma! 

 

 We bid farewell to Dr Stander in the late afternoon or later during the night and, depending on our location, we 

may remain at our camp for the night or continue onwards to 

accommodate the distances for our return journey.  As we slowly 

head towards our destination, we will continue searching for 

wildlife, such as desert adapted elephant, rhino, giraffe and a variety 

of antelope.   

 

We erect camp at one of the comfortable campsites in the area. 

Enjoy your last evening with us around a crackling fire. Immerse 

yourself in the sounds, scents and flavours of an African night, 

knowing that your presence is making conservation sustainable for 

the people and animals who share this vast region. 

 

 

Overnight: Comfortable Mobile Camp in Damaraland 

 

 

Day 6 

 

After an early breakfast we - depending on your destination - travel to either 

Windhoek or Swakopmund or, alternatively, if you are a self-driver, drop you off at 

where you have left your vehicle.  
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RATES 

01 January 2012 to 31 December 2012 

Per person sharing 

N$27,575 

Single supplement: 

N$2,685 

** The rate quoted above applies if there are 4 or more guests booked on the safari.  Should there be less than 4 a surcharge will 

apply. It is also possible to book a private safari - price on request. 

Scheduled Departures 

27 May – 1 June 2012 

19 – 24 September 2012 

6 – 11 October 2012 

6 – 11 November 2012 

 

INCLUDED 

Breakfasts, light lunches, snacks, dinners 

Alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages 

 

EXCLUDED 

Breakfast on Day 1 

Dinner on Day 6 

Flights to and from Namibia  

Transport to Windhoek/Swakopmund prior to the safari and 

transport from Swakopmund to Windhoek at the end of the safari 

(Shuttles are available from Swakopmund to Windhoek;  these are 

reliable and good value for money)  

Accommodation prior to or after the safari on Day 6 

Rates are in NAD, are influenced by industry increases and may change without prior notice.  Our rates include 

15% VAT. 


